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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER:  DanRight now, we’re talking about digital as the future.However, we would say that the reality is that digital is now, and that it will become ubiquitous across every company and every job within every country.
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Companies (And Products) Are In the Midst of Digital Transformation

People

New models of 
working including 

open 
marketplace for 

skills

Talent that is 
technically and 

behaviorally agile

Ability to 
interpret data 
and generate 

insights

Shift from product 
to 

solution 
orientation 

Consumer grade 
experience 
extended to 
employees 

Enabling culture 
and modern 
leadership 

New Business and 
Operating Models

New Capabilities New Customer 
Experience

Efficiency of Internal 
Operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generation management. As the baby boomers retire, millennials will have to develop leadership and management competencies to take their place. HR is being challenged to design new career paths, targeted capability development, and new ways of organizing work to retain and engage this demographic.Open marketplace for skills. Temporary workers make up between 20% and 33% of the U.S. workforce, and 83% of executives say they plan to increase use of contingent workers. Thanks to advances in technology, organizations are better able to source and plan talent acquisition on a project basis, allowing for quick shifts in workforce capability. In addition, job sharing and remote work have made it easy for multiple part-time workers to take on the role of a full-time employee. HR is being asked to design innovative workforce models that optimize people investment. Managing global and virtual workforces is requiring dynamically different sets of capabilities from HR and people managers. Data privacy. As internal labor data reaches petabyte (1,000 terabytes) levels and data breaches become more common, HR—in partnership with legal and IT functions—will have to determine the best ways to safeguard its data yet maintain its usefulness as a source for decision making. Changing nature of rewards. The war for talent continues to be unrelenting, and companies must adapt by changing their reward and recognition strategies. Rewards will need to be tailored to the needs of employees and to focus on engaging and retaining valued talent. HR, once designed to police pay and reward equity, is being challenged to pay “unfairly.” 
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Companies Are Evolving a New Business Architecture

The need for 
speed and 

flexibility are 
driving more and 

more things out of 
the physical and 
into the virtual 

world

The push to the 
virtual is creating 

the situation 
where “software 
eats everything”

Data is the 
“exhaust” of the 
virtual world –

and interpreting 
it correctly is the 
“fuel” that drives 

growth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER:  DanVirtual vs. Physical WorldRequirement for upgrades, connectivity and speed will move more and more things out of the physical world and into the virtual worldAbility to code and understand coding becomes ubiquitous across engineers that have historically lived in the physical  (such as Hardware Developers, Electronic Design Engineers)Virtual world links robots and equipment in the way humans do now so humans focus less on physical tasks versus defining and directing (think “virtual factory worker” who uses virtual-reality technology to “point” to objects on the warehouse floor for the robot to collect)Software Eats EverythingSoftware Engineering covers more and more areas as more toolsets become more normalized and ubiquitous (such as machine learning/AI, cloud, cybersecurity) “New” and “hot” skill sets will turn out to be modifications or incorporations into software engineeringEnd result will be that continuous skills and capability development will be paramount in workforce and HR planningEveryone Becomes a Data ScientistWork being automated and done by AI/machine learning vs. humans creates new demands for holistic integration skills across the virtual and physicalRoles that integrate sensing, data science, and software to provide “eyes” for robots will emergeEvery role will be expected to know how to identify, analyze and make decisions based on data rather than relying on data scientists or analysts to do thatMore and more roles will need to pick up data coding fluency or how to effectively use data tools 
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Business Challenges are Shifting Talent Demands Dramatically 

Speed
“Structures” and 
people enable rapid 
decision-making

Agility
To manage talent 
and shifts in strategy 
real-time

Innovation
Enabling the only 
remaining competitive 
advantage

Experience
Shaping something 
that meets the wants 
and needs of multiple 
diverse populations

Transparency
On performance, pay, 
careers and business 
strategy

Inclusion
The binding force of 
culture and core values 
that speak to all 
demographics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speed:  Agility:  Learning agility is the core skill of the futureInnovation:  the cultures of the most innovative companies are described very differently from the cultures of the most effective “operators”
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Leadership playing 
the role of an 
enabler that helps 
teams achieve their 
missions

Network of cross-
functional teams 
that are quickly 
redeployed

Agile Is Reshaping How We Organize to Get Work Done …

Leadership

Front line employees

Middle management

Cross-functional teams of 
“functional representatives”

To
Organizing individuals in teams aligned with activities that 
create value 

From
Organizing individuals based on functional capabilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: DanPossibly mention starbucks – CEO from tech started in 2017 and has implemented some agile teams https://finance.yahoo.com/news/starbucks-kevin-johnson-explains-tech-savvy-approach-161109308.html
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What Is Pivotal Talent?

3-5x

0.7-1.5x

1.5-3x

Value to Cost Ratio

Normal & 
Sub-optimal 
Roles/ Families

Critical Roles/ 
Families

Pivotal Roles/ 
Families

3-7% of 
employees

15-20% of 
employees

70-80% of 
employees

3 Levels of Criticality:

Roles that add value 
to the core delivery

4 Types of Roles:

Must-have roles, without 
which we cannot create 
revenue

Roles that make the 
business more efficient

Roles that aid the 
core business in 
achieving goals

Core

Specialist

Enablers

Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just because you rewards Pivotal Roles doesn’t mean you have to stop rewarding performanceTwo components to pivotal roles:How important are these roles to achieving what you need going forwardHow hard are they to hire?The key is documentation of why these jobs are pivotal.So what happens to pay for performance? This is where you have to focus your attention b/c it’s hard to bring them in and it’s hard to keep them and if you don’t, it’s detrimental to your businessObtain Business understandingStudy relevant internal organizational documentation to understand business context and strategy along with availability of data (e.g. business performance, recruiting, talent management, training and development, total rewards, etc.)Establish Talent Segmentation ApproachDetermine workforce portfolio segmentation approachConduct stakeholder workshops to determine pivotal roles/job families based on the nature of the role/job family, its requirements and its impact on the execution of the business strategy Collect relevant HR health and performance metrics for each pivotal role/job familyDetermine Pivotal Roles & Segment EmployeesModel relationship between HR health metrics, performance metrics and key business outcomes (such as revenue or profitability)Create an algorithm that rank orders each pivotal role/job family (based on $ impact per employee per role)Validate talent segmentation with business stakeholdersPlan & Execute on Implications of Talent SegmentationDetermine implications of talent segmentationDevelop intervention plans  and policy change recommendations. Execute on proposed changes by partnering with different stakeholders -recruiting, talent management, training and development, compensation, benefits, etc.
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Pivotal (and Scarce) Skills and Experiences Change The Rules

What are pivotal skills in other industries?

What are pivotal skills in tech?

 Innovation
 Digitalization
 Data Science

 Internet of Things
 Connectivity
 Cybersecurity
 Renewables

 Customer experience
 Data interpretation
 Portfolio mgmt
 Social media and 

branding

 Digitalization
 B2B
 Privacy
 Cybersecurity

 Cybersecurity
 Customer 

experience
 Machine learning

Cyber
Security

Information 
Security

Machine 
Learning

Cloud
Computing

Data Scientist/
Big Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER: DanThe most acute pain we see in companies today is the rapid emergence of hot skills for which there is a scarce talent pool with the right experience.Three years ago we were not talking about machine learning and now it’s all everyone talks about. In every single industry, companies are using different types of artificial intelligence, including machine learningSome of the hottest skills are shown here, from cybersecurity (which is really hot) to data scientist and big data which has become a household name overnight. The big questions with hot skills are:1) Should we pay a premium for certain desirable skills? 2) Should we them into our existing job title nomenclature or add new titles? The solution often lies somewhere between because as quickly as these jobs become hot, they can become commonplace. Remember when web developer was a hot job in the late 1990s? Now my 13 year old is doing it.So our caution is to not be knee jerky with these jobs because it can be hard to undo what you’ve done once you start throwing money or other special things at these hot skillsHere’s how NOT to respond:1) Don’t add a new title immediately. Wait and see how many of these folks you are going to need and If they have a unique skill that is used to do an existing job better or if they really are doing an altogether new job that doesn’t exist in your companyDo not move the job to a higher pay grade just to meet market pay demands. There is no quicker way to upset internal equity than that and you’ll regret it down the roadAnd finally, don’t consider salary premiums as the sole way to differentiate these hot skills. Equity in the form of stock or RSUs is one way companies can be competitive for scarce talent without increasing fixed costs or upsetting internal equity
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High Tech operate differently from Companies Growing Through Tech

High Tech Growing Through Tech

The Mindset
 The technology is our product  The technology enables our 

product

The People
 Technologists make our product, 

so we want to buy the best
 We need to balance cost with 

efficiency and savings

The Systems
 We’re building from scratch 

with the newest and latest
 We’re remodeling and 

transforming an existing 
architecture

The Outlook
 Our investment in technology 

directly ties to our revenue
 Our investment in technology is 

one component of revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER:  BrookeWhere do we find these skills?  The first answer everyone turns to is tech companies, which is naturalBut it’s important to know that these companies that are native to the digital world do things differently than those of us who are newcomersWho are the natives:  companies like Facebook, Amazon, Google (they sell technology to you; they don’t exist without the internet or their website)Who are the newcomers?  Quite often their brand is synonymous with something else completelySo what makes them so different?  As a native:  technology IS your product, it’s how you make money, so you want to buy the best experts money can buyAs a newcomer:  you may have technology roles in an operational capacity or in a customer-service or customer-facing application but not necessarily revenue generating so you might need to balance costThe biggest key difference I see is in the work itselfAs a native:  engineers are building products with the newest and latest technology or they are inventing the technology themselvesAs a newcomer:  you might be remodeling, revamping or transforming an existing architecture rather than creating something newAnd I love this slide because I used it with a group of CTOs in asset management companies in NY earlier this year to answer an important question, which was “We just offered a guy $1MM in annual cash comp and he said no because he wanted to work at a tech company in San Francisco.  What are we doing wrong?”The answer is “nothing.”  it’s just that what you have to offer him as an employee experience is not what he’s looking for and no amount of money will change that.So the key for newcomers is to be sure you can shape an employee value prop that attracts the right type of people who are looking for the type of work you have to offer and who will thrive in your environment. Natives aren’t better.  Just different.
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Shifting Talent Strategies To Create a Winning Culture

From To

Employee Value PropositionIt’s a great 
opportunity

I want to be a part 
of that

Managing PerformanceRatings or no 
ratings

Continuous 
conversations

Formal programs Personalized 
experiencesDevelopment

Top TalentMaximum results Maximum impact

Diversity & InclusionWorkforce 
Composition Belonging

Engagement Continuous 
ListeningAnnual Survey
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So What’s Happening With Rewards?

Key Observations

 Benefits should amplify your desired employee experience
 You can’t afford to cheap out on salary, because no one else is
 At the same time, the odds are that today’s salary premium will 

be tomorrow’s overpayment for talent
 Life without equity is possible – but complicated
 Pick your friends – specifically, your peer comparators – with 

care

Key Implications

 Base pay and benefits are table stakes – regardless of size –
with limited correlation to size of company
 Differentiate through long-term incentives and retirement 

programs – this is where bigger companies are willing to do 
 Employees should not receive equity grants for breathing
 Eventually even the once-hottest areas slowly converge on the 

broader “core” disciplines (“If everyone is super, then no one is”)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER:  BrookeThe most acute pain we see in companies today is the rapid emergence of hot skills for which there is a scarce talent pool with the right experience.Three years ago we were not talking about machine learning and now it’s all everyone talks about.  In every single industry, companies are using different types of artificial intelligence, including machine learningSome of the hottest skills are shown here, from cybersecurity (which is really hot) to data scientist and big data which has become a household name overnight.  The big questions with hot skills are:1) Should we pay a premium for certain desirable skills? 2) Should we them into our existing job title nomenclature or add new titles? The solution often lies somewhere between because as quickly as these jobs become hot, they can become commonplace.  Remember when web developer was a hot job in the late 1990s?  Now my 13 year old is doing it.So our caution is to not be knee jerky with these jobs because it can be hard to undo what you’ve done once you start throwing money or other special things at these hot skillsHere’s how NOT to respond:1)  Don’t add a new title immediately.  Wait and see how many of these folks you are going to need and If they have a unique skill that is used to do an existing job better or if they really are doing an altogether new job that doesn’t exist in your companyDo not move the job to a higher pay grade just to meet market pay demands.  There is no quicker way to upset internal equity than that and you’ll regret it down the roadAnd finally, don’t consider salary premiums as the sole way to differentiate these hot skills.  Equity in the form of stock or RSUs is one way companies can be competitive for scarce talent without increasing fixed costs or upsetting internal equity
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Drive Better Outcomes Elevate The Experience

Help Your People Thrive

Impact on Health and Other Benefits
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Target Retirement Age Based on Employer Plan Design

Note: Retirement needs based on Aon’s 2018 Real Deal Study 
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Buy, build, or borrow new types of talent 

Recent experience with 
acquiring new tech talent 

through M&A

0% 20% 40%

Fully successful

Mostly successful

Partially successful

Limited success

Unsuccessful

Results above exclude those that responded “N/A” as their rate of success with buying new tech talent.
Source: Aon’s 2019 Technology Convergence in Acquisitions Survey. 

Buy Build Borrow

 In 2015, 36% of US 
employment was 
contingent

 50% of millennials are 
already freelancing

 79% of top tech 
companies use 
contingent workers for 
product development

 Top tech 3x more likely 
to provide a promotional 
increase for lateral move

 Investment in new 
skilling is becoming a 
business imperative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER:  MarinusFundamentally, these megatrends boil down to organizations making decisions about buying, building or borrowing talent.  Buying talent amounts to hiring people or buying organizations for their talent.  We recently conducted a survey on the successfulness of obtaining talent through mergers and acquisitions. The results of the survey show this strategy works with a reasonable amount of success.  Companies generally find that this strategy works well enough, but seldom amounts to a home run. What we also know is that organizations actively hire talent, particularly in the technology space.  This enables organizations to really move the needle on acquiring new talent quickly.  We’ve seen many organizations going to market at scale to bring certain skillsets into their workforce.  Another place where this is very prevalent is early stage hiring.  Many companies are throwing the net wider than ever before when considering technology talent. You don’t have to go to a top technology institute to get a job in the technology space – all that is required is having the technical skills and the right mindset. Building talent involves homegrown strategies to address develop talent needsWhat we’re seeing is that top technology companies are 3 times more likely to provide promotional increases for lateral moves.This implies that companies are willing to invest in the skill development of employees! This investment in new skilling is rapidly becoming a business imperative.   Let’s explore this for a moment, As I noted briefly, one of these reasons to ensure internal mobility through upskilling is a commercial one.  In most cases, a conservative estimate for hiring a new employee is about 1.5x that employee’s salary when hard costs like recruitment costs and lost productivity as well as soft costs like training and onboarding are taken into account. At scale, this is huge.  In a recent project, using some back of the napkin math, a client of ours would have incurred over a $125 million in employee replacement costs, and thus pursued a compelling reskilling strategy to help its workforce transition to an agile way of working.By upskilling this workforce this organization (and spending less than a tenth of the projected costs), the saved almost all of the possible costs they would have incurred through a brute force approach. Borrowing talent is another interesting strategy.  What we’re seeing is that 79%  top technology companies are using contingent workers to help develop products.  This is really surprising but it makes senseThis strategy enables organizations to bring specialist skillsets to bear on challenges of the moment without the financial commitment of full time employment.  This is a highly effective strategy and one that is likely to increase in prevalence.  According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 10% of the US workforce was contingent. By 2015, 36% of the US workforce was contingent.  Continuing this trend, by 2027, the majority of the US workforce will be contingent. By implication, organizations need to increase their comfortability with using contingent workers.This implies that companies need to become more comfortable with the notion of leveraging gig workers.  In reality, each organization probably will employ a mix of these strategies.  The choice of this mix will be dependent on navigating cultural, budget, and practical considerations related to the execution of each strategy.
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So How Do We Manage Skill Shifts?

How not to respond to skill shifts (“hot jobs”)

 What jobs will need to pick up or own this skill in the future?
 How quickly (or not) the skill will propagate across the organization
 Hiring “heads” that can lead and teach versus “hands” to do the work
 Using long-term incentives as a means to differentiate (and “stick”) critical 

skills, experiences and talent

Instead, consider the following:

 Add a new title immediately
 Mistake skills for jobs and roles
 Move the job to a higher pay grade than its scope to meet market demands
 Consider salary premiums as a sole mechanism for differentiation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER:  BrookeThe most acute pain we see in companies today is the rapid emergence of hot skills for which there is a scarce talent pool with the right experience.Three years ago we were not talking about machine learning and now it’s all everyone talks about.  In every single industry, companies are using different types of artificial intelligence, including machine learningSome of the hottest skills are shown here, from cybersecurity (which is really hot) to data scientist and big data which has become a household name overnight.  The big questions with hot skills are:1) Should we pay a premium for certain desirable skills? 2) Should we them into our existing job title nomenclature or add new titles? The solution often lies somewhere between because as quickly as these jobs become hot, they can become commonplace.  Remember when web developer was a hot job in the late 1990s?  Now my 13 year old is doing it.So our caution is to not be knee jerky with these jobs because it can be hard to undo what you’ve done once you start throwing money or other special things at these hot skillsHere’s how NOT to respond:1)  Don’t add a new title immediately.  Wait and see how many of these folks you are going to need and If they have a unique skill that is used to do an existing job better or if they really are doing an altogether new job that doesn’t exist in your companyDo not move the job to a higher pay grade just to meet market pay demands.  There is no quicker way to upset internal equity than that and you’ll regret it down the roadAnd finally, don’t consider salary premiums as the sole way to differentiate these hot skills.  Equity in the form of stock or RSUs is one way companies can be competitive for scarce talent without increasing fixed costs or upsetting internal equity
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What Strategies are Organizations Using to Get (and Hold) Key Talent?

Source: Aon Human Capital Solutions proprietary research.

Offering bonuses, where needed

 Only 3% of tech companies offer a bonus 
premium for hot skills

 75% of tech companies use retention bonuses

 9% of tech companies offer equity premiums for hot skills 
ranging from 50-100% of target grant

 2-3x more likely to grant a premium for Data Science or 
AI/Machine Learning

Getting more skin in the game

 In Europe, new hubs are emerging in Estonia, Latvia, 
Poland, Portugal and Romania

 In the US, Austin, Dallas, Denver, Salt Lake City and 
Atlanta 

Expanding headcount in new tech 
hubs

 27% of tech companies are planning to increase 
their contingent workforce

 72% use contingent workers for product 
development

Embracing a multi-sourced 
workforce

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retention BonusesThe majority of which are either as counter offers or pre-emptively to retain key employees. Globally, the trend remains that this is typically a one off cash payment.NJ: In UK, avg recruitment cost to fill an open req is £4k (excluding cost of training etc.)New hubsThey are moving from a location strategy based solely on "lowest cost" and instead are looking for "best combinations" -- areas that have good sources of a type (or several types) of the talent they need, which are close to key clients or critical industry centers, and which are attractive (lifestyle, cost of living). Cost of labor is still a factor, especially for entry and developing roles, but what these companies are leveraging is their brand to attract the best in a given area and giving flexibility, especially new opportunities and better work-life integration, to key talent they want to retain among emerging millennials. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER:  As we’ve seen, change is a business imperative – and the faster the better.But it’s not just about speed, it’s about velocity – both speed AND direction.The key in all of this is enabling humans to keep up – or not to get run over.
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Making the Shift to the New Digital Reality

Focus on Roles 
and Skills

A new Culture

Engineering and data 
scientist roles and 
skills are needed

Experiences, 
transparency and 
inclusiveness

“Smart” architecture & workforce 
planning

Growth-based career opportunities

Look at “The Whole Package”

Performance-focused culture

The workforce of today is building the 
reality

The roadmap to success 

The workforce of tomorrow is leveraging the 
reality

Mindset and 
Behaviors

Business-focused 
“entrepreneurial 
mindset”

vs

1

2

3

4

Source: Radford Talent Pulse Survey, Technology Companies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mindset“Being an entrepreneur isn’t really about starting a business, it’s a way of looking at the world.”  Seeing opportunity where others see obstacles, taking risks when others take refuge.                 Michael Bloomberg, Founder, Bloomberg, L.P.“Welcome to Permanent Beta”  We are all works in progress. Great people, like great companies, are always evolving. Permanent beta is a lifelong commitment to continuous growth. Behaviors & Roles“We need a financial analyst” is NOW “We need a decision manager that knows finance”Cross-functional project teams is NOW A-list comes together for gig then moves onSystems make people more efficient is NOW Systems outperform 5 geniuses in 10 minutesTwo-day training in Chicago is NOW Gamified learning modulesSkillsHot skills like artificial intelligence, machine learning and data science aren’t well understood yet, and there’s not a big supply of people with these skills…yetEmployees are working at a breakneck speed and feel like they aren’t getting ahead in their careersCultureCompanies are beginning to realize that “culture eats strategy for breakfast”. You can have a brilliant strategy, but it will be made – or unmade – by the culture you have in place to support it.For example, with diversity and inclusion, pay equity is on everyone’s mind at the moment. “Smart” architecture and workforce planningClear and understandable job roles, levels and criteriaCareer pathing and planning (“hire in haste, repent in leisure”)Career OpportunitiesFocusing on business acumen and experience in addition to technical expertiseProviding meaningful development opportunities for employeesEnabling managers to coachPerformance CultureDifferentiating compensation levers so high performers receive the largest awardsFostering continuous and proactive feedback – in both directionsTaking a An Honest Look at “The Whole Package”Understanding what the company is and what it valuesBuilding an employment brand and value propositionCASESome of our clients in converging industries have considered implemented the following as they work to build their digital talent:  Establishing a mission and emphasizing core values Creating a collaborative organizational structure to promote cross-functional innovationImplementing a training and development culture which promotes career progressionInstant feedback and recognitionSimple but flexible rewards that allow for employee choice
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An approach to enabling your people

your future workforce needs

 Connect your digital roadmap to the talent plan
 Model impact of automation on jobs
 Define new roles and career paths

Define

 Who are the best people for you and where are they?
 What are the gaps in your current workforce?
 Which employees can we help to re-skill?

the talent you needIdentify

 Understand what the employees you need value most
 Define what differentiates your company
 Communicate a compelling story for top talent a magnetic value propositionCreate

 Structure rewards to put skin in the game
 Reward teams that drive growth and innovation
 Tie ROI of rewards to business outcomes

your company’s performance
Turbo-
charge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do you enable your people to keep upThis is also about all of us – how do we keep up in our roles?�
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The Aon Presenters

Joshua Ross
Partner, Rewards Solutions
Aon Human Capital Solutions
Houston, TX USA
+ 1.832.409.0877
joshua.ross@aon.com

Dan Weber
Director, Market Trends and Industry Convergence
Aon Human Capital Solutions
Austin, Texas, USA
+ 1.512.915.0792 
dweber@aon.com

Mick Klein
Partner
Aon Retirement Solutions
Houston, TX USA
+ 1.713.882.8107
mick.klein@aon.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, if you have questions around the various practice areas, please feel free to email any of the speakers from todayIf you aren’t sure who to contact, start with me and Hannah as we are ground control for Industry Convergence and we’ll get you into good hands
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Appendix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLANTED QUESTIONS:The tech industry is known for being a trend setter as it relates to cool benefits and perks – what are the most creative things they are doing to attract talent today? We talk a lot about the top tech companies in the industry, but what about the startup tech firms. We are losing talent to those types of firms, too. You mentioned M&A to acquire tech talent and the stats for “success” were not that high.  What causes these acquisitions to be unsuccessful?How do tech firms approach performance management? 
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Focusing on Digital Readiness

 Digital Readiness is the willingness and ability to learn and seek new 
developmental opportunities, to flexibly adapt to changing environments and 
openness to try new things

Identify the digital readiness of a person and 
understand critical behaviours relevant for 
performance in the digital world
• Digital is a mind-set. Building a workforce of 

digital natives is essential to support the digital 
culture

• The core capabilities represent the most relevant 
aspects of digital readiness

• The supplemental capabilities complete the 
skillset needed to be successful in the digital 
world of work

• The digital readiness capabilities are measured by 
looking at two aspects: personality and ability

• You can assess individuals, teams or your firm 
overall

Digital Readiness Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feature the Digital Readiness Assessment here
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Turbocharged Technology Companies 
Software Engineer (Career Level)

Element Market 
50th

Market 
75th

Base Salary $138,600 $146,000

Bonus 15% 15%

New Hire LTI $115,600 $150,200

All Technology Companies
Programmer / Analyst (Career Level)

Element Market 
50th

Market 
75th

Base Salary $87,800 $100,000

Bonus 4% 10%

New Hire LTI $46,200 $81,400

Tech Compensation Packages – We Don’t Mess Around

Annual Pay Mix

66%
10%

24%

Base Salary

Target Bonus

Annual
LTI/Equity

86%

4%
10%

Base Salary

Target Bonus

Annual
LTI/Equity

So
ftw
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e 

En
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 / 
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Compensation Packages

Source: Proprietary Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER:  LeeLet’s take a look at two roles to illustrate what makes this so complicated for newcomersLet’s first look at the difference in pay mix between a software engineer in the Turbocharged companies and a programmer analyst in the tech sector overallTwo things to note:  a software engineer is one of those roles that is creating something new whereas a programmer analyst is a role that is modifying, updating or tinkering with something that already existsYou can see the pay mix for the software engineer has much more of their pay package tied to cash bonuses and equity, whereas the programmer analyst tends to be much more dependent on base salary for their payAnd when you look at the actual dollars involved, the difference is pretty staggeringWhen we look at these jobs at the career level (which is a fully experienced individual contributor with usually at least 5 years of experience in this type of role), the software engineer makes significant more in base salary, a bigger bonus target, and look at the new hire equity for these rolesSo the challenges are manifold:  who are you up against in the market?What do they pay?Is your job appealing to technical talent?And then, add to that the fact that you have to figure out where to FIND these people in the first place
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P 3 P 4 P 5
Machine Learning Engineer $154,900 $185,906 $240,810
ASIC/Layout Design Engineer $140,481 $185,317 $240,702
Data Scientist $130,325 $171,359 $215,615
Software Development Engineer $149,512 $164,284 $195,592
All Non-Tech / Non-Engineering $92,301 $123,371 $162,542

$70,000

$90,000

$110,000

$130,000

$150,000

$170,000

$190,000

$210,000

$230,000

$250,000

Technology Convergence in Oil & Gas
New Roles With Pay Premiums Similar to Technical Professionals

Median Annual Total Direct Compensation

Source: Radford Global Technology Survey US National Compensation 50th percentile, 2019

• The need for efficiencies 
are driving oil & gas 
companies to think about 
how new skills can 
integrate into their current 
workforce.

• These skills command a 
premium in pay relative to 
traditional IT skill sets

• Total direct compensation 
premiums for hot jobs 
generally range from 30% 
to 60% relative to non-
technical roles
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Technology Convergence in Oil & Gas
Data Roles Have Strongest Demand in Upstream Oil & Gas

Base Salary

50th

Percentile
75th

Percentile

Business Intelligence Analyst 2 76,000 88,000

Business Intelligence Analyst 3 95,000 110,000

Business Intelligence Analyst 4 115,000 128,000

Business Intelligence Analyst 5 140,000 157,000

Base Salary

50th

Percentile
75th

Percentile

Data Scientist 2 107,000 120,000

Data Scientist 3 130,000 143,000

Data Scientist 4 151,000 168,000

Data Scientist 5 180,000 196 ,000

 Highly technical roles focused on the manipulation of “big data” are associated with a pay 
premium, while roles focused on basic data report generation or analysis of information 
are in greater supply and carry lower pay levels

Base Salary

50th

Percentile
75th

Percentile

Data Informatics Analyst 2 75,000 94,000

Data Informatics Analyst 3 95,000 124,000

Data Informatics Analyst 4 121,000 149,000

Data Informatics Analyst 5 150,000 177 ,000
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Technology Convergence in Oil & Gas
Top Level Data Scientists Can Be Difficult to Attract Though

While individuals in upper level technology roles have significant annual earnings potential, 
wealth is delivered primarily through variable pay
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Source: Radford Global Technology Survey US National Compensation 50th percentile, 2019

A Data Science Senior Director can expect to earn ~$400K / year, with 40% delivered through cash or equity incentives
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Technology Convergence in Oil & Gas 
Information Security Pay Cools Down, as Jobs Incorporate This Skillset

2019 Base Pay Levels

Career Level Information
Security

Technical 
Professional

Level 2 – Intermediate 85,000 84,000

Level 3 – Career 101,000 105,000

Level 4 – Senior 133,000 130,000

Level 5 - Advisor 160,000 158,000

• Companies continue to 
enhance their security 
practices to meet growing 
customer demands in this 
area. 

• However, IS jobs once carried 
a pay premium relative to 
other technical roles

• However, knowledge of 
security policies has become 
more commonplace and is 
now considered a basic 
requirement for many roles in 
may technology companies

• For industries such as oil & 
gas, this may offer an 
opportunity to integrate these 
skill sets in new environment
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